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THE CHALLENGE:  
A FRACTURED WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE
Today, there are high consumer expectations for a seamless, effortless experience when using even 
the most complicated technology. This is also true in the workplace, where up to 75% of employees 
say that personal technology influences their expectations for efficient workplace technology, while the 
normalization of “Bring Your Own Devices” (BYOD) programs continues apace.1 But unlike technologies 
outside of work, those inside the workplace tend not to be mobile, social, smart, or connected.

There’s a growing gap between tech in our personal lives and tech at work.

Enterprise IT departments have a unique perspective on this chasm. IT departments tend to be 
overburdened, under-resourced and must wrestle with legacy technology stacks that don’t address an 
ever-more complex set of employee-related needs. At the same time, the employee intranet often creates 
more headaches than it relieves, while too many HR and IT support channels create more issues than they 
resolve. Many help-desk solutions simply are not delivering on their promise. 

Meanwhile, too many companies lack appropriate developer talent to address a growing employee apps 
backlog; either they don’t have enough developers to tackle their backlog, or they don’t have developers 
that code in the language their stacks require. 

Yet the same IT departments that are expected to keep costs low are also under pressure to spur growth 
and innovation across an entire organization

At a time when IT leaders should have one major goal—
achieving a seamless digital workplace—the same Salesforce 
technology platform that empowers sales and service teams  
is poised to drive productivity for every enterprise employee.
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THE SOLUTION:  
EFFECTIVE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE TECHNOLOGY  

Clearly then, savvy IT departments should focus on overcoming this almost existential state of 
disconnection in a fractured workplace by investing in employee experience technology that delivers 
efficiencies and drives growth. Enterprises must be thoughtful and strategic about investing in a 
connected, common, secure platform, a central place for employees to find information, communicate, 
collaborate, and get work done; a platform that bridges gaps in support and creates more connected 
mobile experiences. An era of digital transformation also means that enterprises are seeking the 
ability to automate processes across workflows, applications and departments, driving efficiencies 
and accelerating business by quickly building low-code apps for every workflow in a secure 
environment. 

After all, technology affects how people work throughout every organization. Streamlined digital 
channels result in seamless and efficient self-service support experiences, often mobile-first, for 
employees. As such, technology is at the heart of the employee experience; it’s what enables better 
collaboration (through collaboration tools as well as through fostering a culture of transparency) and 
better learning mechanisms that help sharpen employees’ skills and drive business efficiencies (such 
as gamification). It’s also what enables employees to solve their own application requirements by 
becoming “citizen developers” and building with low-code development tools. 

The results are increased productivity and growth.

That formula has been clear for quite some time—better technology means more 
efficient employees, which, in turn, results in increased growth. Consider the at-
work migration from the BlackBerry to the iPhone, or the migration away from 
the legacy model of sharing slide decks through email for incremental inputs, to 
natively “shared and collaborative” productivity tools such as GSuite or Office 365.

According to Frost & Sullivan’s recent survey on navigating digital  
transformation in IT, the greatest challenge IT departments grapple with is 
aligning IT with business strategies and/or the lack of a clear IT strategy  
entirely (37% of respondents).2
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THE SALESFORCE PLATFORM
The same aforementioned Frost & Sullivan survey offers evidence that many enterprises are responding 
to the challenge of technological disruption through investments in technology: approximately 69% of 
respondents plan to increase their general IT budgets with an average increase in investment of 28%.3

Frost & Sullivan’s survey  
offers evidence that many 
enterprises are responding to 
the challenge of technological 
disruption through investments  
in technology: approximately  
69% of respondents plan to 
increase their general IT  
budgets with an average  
increase in investment of 28%.3

69%

IT leaders should, therefore, understand that Salesforce’s technology platform can be geared toward 
dramatically improving the employee experience. The same Salesforce Platform that makes sales teams 
more productive and effective can be leveraged by every single employee in an organization to improve 
the digital workplace experience. A true employee experience platform encompasses sales, service, 
finance, HR, marketing, and IT, and is there for every employee in every department, on every team. 
By using Salesforce as a centralized hub and unified workspace, employees are free to collaborate and 
communicate across the entire organization.

Moreover, Salesforce’s integration capabilities allow enterprises to integrate their systems of record into 
Salesforce, allowing those enterprises to avoid having to replace those systems of record; companies 
can simply layer the solution on top of all the data being produced by whatever external systems of 
record are in play (including SAP, ADP, Workday, Netsuite, or another Salesforce application). As such, 
Salesforce becomes an experience layer that creates a unified workspace for each employee. It’s a single, 
mobile-first canvas for all employee profiles, files, and communication.
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In the meantime, every interaction is enhanced with artificial intelligence (AI), enabling faster support 
through Salesforce Einstein, such that employees have the same kind of high-quality digital support 
experience as consumers. It’s a way to personalize with intelligence, putting employees at the center of 
the process. The result is accelerated case resolution, providing quick access to what employees need 
while increasing productivity with automation.

Salesforce also points out that data is more valuable inside its platform than it is trapped in spreadsheets 
or standalone databases. With the Salesforce Platform, information is standardized and made more 
useful, making it possible to deliver apps that positively impact employee productivity across every need 
and department. Companies can build apps and automate workflows for every department (consider that 
by deploying Salesforce for employee experience, application developers can complete new applications 
57% faster with the Lightning Platform’s standard application development and process automation 
tools, interfaces, and libraries).4

Finally, Salesforce’s myTrailhead enables employees to learn continuously through an on-demand, 
interactive, gamified, personalized learning platform for faster onboarding and skills development. 
It’s about upskilling and reskilling employees at scale, improving productivity and efficiencies, and 
transforming the employee experience on a common platform.

ELEVATING THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

40.1%
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41%
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30%
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33%
Increased Employee 
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In the same Frost & Sullivan survey on navigating digital transformation in IT cited above, the 
top driver for IT investment is to “improve productivity” (at 40.1%).5 Meanwhile, according to 
the average percentage improvements reported by Salesforce customers in a recent Customer 
Success Survey, investment in the Salesforce technology platform has resulted in a 30% 
increase in revenue and 24% lower IT costs, while employee engagement has increased 33% 
and employee collaboration has gone up 41%.6

Top driver for IT 
investment 
results in

Investment in Salesforce technology platform results in

In fact, “Organizations identified a 5% to 8% productivity improvement on average, per employee, as a 
result of improved workforce collaboration and time savings.”7

Ultimately, when it comes to effective digital transformation in the workplace, it’s critical for organizations 
across industries to pursue technology strategies that identify and implement the appropriate technology 
solutions. For Frost & Sullivan, the evidence is clear—early adopters of technology are rewarded with 
higher growth.
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